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SERVICES

Accelerate your digital transformation
across hybrid cloud to increase agility,
be more productive and meet
regulatory and security requirements

To survive and thrive in this disruptive digital economy, the secret is finding the
right mix of infrastructure and platform services to match your unique application
and delivery model requirements. Transformation to a new digital core is about
moving from the current state to a future, business-aligned hybrid infrastructure.
Delivering value quickly and continuously in an agile way requires a blend of three primary
workload landing zones – traditional infrastructure, public and private clouds.

By 2024

90

%

of Global 1000 organisations will have multi-cloud
management strategies that include integrated
applications and services operating across public
and private cloud platforms.1

Agile, optimised, secure IT infrastructure on demand
DXC Private Cloud Services deliver the speed along with high security levels of private
cloud available as CapEx and OpEx options, with lower TCO than public cloud. A fully
managed service, it includes deployment and ongoing environment management,
allowing you to focus on more critical business initiatives. Choose your Private Cloud
location to comply with your data sovereignty requirements – on your own premises, or
at a specific DXC or third-party facility with guaranteed service levels.
DXC Private Cloud Services offer greater security options than one-size-fits-all public
cloud solutions. We design a security model to integrate with existing network and
security – leveraging hardware or software-defined networking, to ensure application
workloads are appropriately protected.
Provision or de-provision of virtual or physical services (compute, storage, network,
backup) are available via an intuitive service catalogue or through APIs, allowing
integration with your CI/CD pipeline.

Speed to market
DXC delivers the full lifecycle of
private cloud services. Accelerate
to a managed private cloud using
our industry-leading private cloud
technology stack and engineering
know-how including:
• Professional services to
design a customised enterprisegrade cloud solution based on
CapEx or OpEx
• Full management and
infrastructure lifecycle
services including evergreen
release management for
automation and orchestration
• Expert management of
IT consumption and enterprisegrade SLAs – with access to
the DXC Private Cloud Services
catalogue

Benefits
DXC Private Cloud Services
deliver everything you need for
the agility, speed and security to
compete in the digital economy –
letting you focus on your strategic
priorities.

Compliance

• Increased agility and time
to value through automated
provisioning of infrastructure,
platform and services via selfservice capabilities

Flexibility

Control

• A future-proofed platform
supporting multi-purpose
workloads, leveraging packaged
blueprinting capabilities across
containers, virtual and physical
machines

DXC Private Cloud Services
Considerations:

• Innovation commitment through
multi-year roadmaps and
updates to maximise the value
of your private cloud platform

Not all applications are right for public cloud – select
those that require flexibility and scalability
Don’t underestimate the effort required to re-architect
older programs for public cloud

• Experience all the benefits of the
public cloud with the safety and
security of private cloud

Hybrid architecture is key to a successful transformation

• Meet regulatory and compliance
requirements confidently

DXC Private Cloud Services offer flexibility in the location, technology and
protection of your valuable data assets – enabling you to meet your specific
regulatory and corporate compliance requirements for data sovereignty,
privacy and security, while increasing productivity.

• Optimise your infrastructure
to address specific workload
performance requirements

CapEx to OpEx

Improve efficiency

Improve security

We helped a manufacturing and
distribution company consolidate
from three data centres to one on
a consumption-based model in
under 5 months.

Our consumer packaged goods client
migrated 500 applications and created
a new portal to reduce TCO by 30%
- reducing their procurement lifecycle
from a week to under a day.

A major financial institution gained
a stable, mature and highly secure
service with no major breaches,
preventing spam, phishing and other
potential sources of malware.

For more information on DXC Private Cloud Services, talk to your DXC
Account Manager or contact HybridCloud-ANZ@dxc.com
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About DXC Technology
DXC Technology, the world’s leading independent, end-to-end IT services company, manages and
modernizes mission-critical systems, integrating them with new digital solutions to produce better business
outcomes. The company’s global reach and talent, innovation platforms, technology independence and
extensive partner network enable more than 6,000 private- and public-sector clients in 70 countries to thrive
on change. For more information, visit www.dxc.technology.
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